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AGRIPOOL EXPERT PROFILE
KICK-OFF YOUTH WORKSHOP
Agriterra has developed two workshops focused on youth organisations. Namely, the 'Kickoff Youth workshop' and the 'Youth Council Masterclass'. The workshops will be conducted
by a certified trainer, who acts as facilitator together with an Agripool expert, who can
illustrate with examples from own experience.
Kick-off Youth workshop
Goal workshop: to create awareness about youth and develop action plans for activities.
We bring youth and elder (the future mentors) from different organisations together, to
optimise the exchange and start building a network. We exchange ideas and visions on
youth participation, look at possibilities and worries, and give as many examples as
possible. In the end, the group makes its action plan for youth activities in the coming 6
months.
Profile Agripool expert
 active in an agricultural youth board or council, at e.g., NAJK, FrieslandCampina
or Agrico
 understanding of youth participation and knowledge on how to involve youth
 able to provide lively examples from youth projects and activities from own
experience
 minimum of five-year farm experience, e.g., be a farmer, work on a farm, or do
essential work with young farmers
 age under thirty-five years
 inspirational communicator
Preparations
Besides playing an active role in the whole programme, we will ask you to prepare two
presentations, more details can be found in the trainers' manual.
The first presentation is about Dutch farming and Dutch cooperatives to inspire the
participants to become active in organising activities and projects with the coop and
getting inspired to improve their way of farming. This presentation is set up in three parts:
about you, about your organisation, about you and the organisation.
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The second presentation is about different (small) projects/activities in which you are
involved, which can serve as an example for the participant.
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